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Band bios are usually a bunch of regurgitated bullshit overfilled with  
descriptive words and adjectives that add up to, well, bullshit. Getting quickly 
to the point here; nEw mORalITy from The netherlands was formed late 
2004 by a bunch of friends with the same hardcore mindset: pure anarchy. In 
the past years, they’ve self released a demo, compilations, an mCd, a split 7” and 
a recent promo Cd, played various shows all over Europe and the band  pretty 
much booked all of those shows by themselves. music wise you could say nEw 
mORalITy combines the heaviness of new york’s Breakdown with the  
hardcore soul of Crown of Thornz, but somehow always stuck to their musical 
roots and kept that punk attitude in their sound.

with their debut album and debut for Reflections Records, nEw  
mORalITy has made a huge step forward that brings them from ‘one of the 
new’ bands, to THE new band. The sound on “fear Of nothing” is massive, the 
vocals are angrier than ever before and the songs are more innovative, without 
becoming anything less than what nEw mORalITy always stood for: pure 
hardcore. Take all these ingredients, combined with their almost maniacal, yet 
no nonsense appearance and unique emotional lyrical content and you simply 
have one of the best, or should we say most intense, records to come out of 
Europe in years.    

pOInTS Of InTEREST:
• CD comes in a deluxe 6 page digipack 
• LP comes in a heavy carton gatefold sleeve w/ free digital download.
• Full European tours in 2009 w/ nO TURnInG BaCK, mOnGOlOIdS, 
RITUal and more to be announced!
• Huge grass roots following in all different dub-cultures: punk, hardcore and metal 
• Frontman is an absolute maniac on stage!
• Guest vocals from Martijn van den Heuvel / NO TURNING BACK
• Promo copies sent to all major metal and hardcore media
• Press coverage in all the important Media
• To be featured in all group Reflections ad campaigns.
• Full color posters, stickers and flyers available on request.
• Press/Publicity handled by Yvonne Maclean @ Bonvon PR 
  (mastodon, disfear, Relapse Records, mindless Self Indulgence
  annihilation Time, The dillinger Escape plan, Baroness)

ARTIST: new morality
TITLE:  fear Of nothing 

HOMETOWN AREA:
arnhem, The netherlands

RECOMMENDED FOR FANS OF: 
madball, Crown Of Thornz, Killing Time 
and no Turning Back

NEW MEDIA:
artist site: www.thenewmorality.net 
www.myspace.com/newmoralityhc
label site: www.reflectionsrecords.com

TRACKLISTING:    
1. Crawling
2. label me
3. a fool’s faith
4. another face
5. Honest lies
6. Kissing The Sky
7. life Of dirt
8.Over and Out
9. Fist Full Of Credit Cards
10. Sick Fix
11. Both worlds
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